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© Method and apparatus for run-time error checking using dynamic patching.

© The invention provides a method and apparatus

for dynamic patching for run-time error checking.

With the present invention, a program to be error

checked is read into memory where a debugging

module resides. Such in-memory copy of the pro-

gram is scanned for load objects. The load objects

^ comprise libraries used by the program being error

checked, as well as the main routines of such pro-

Jjj
gram. Next, a list of patch sites in the load objects is

^ created and these patch sites corresponds to ad-

dress locations in the load objects to be patched.

Address space is then allocated for sections of the

patch area where calls to real checking code re-

q sides. Finally, patches are written out to the in-

Q.
UJ

memory copy of the program to be error checked.

The original instruction in a patch site is replaced

with branch to patch area instruction and the original

instruction displaced is stored in the patch site's

corresponding section of the patch area. The call to

real checking code in this section of the patch area

calls an error checking code. After the error check-

ing is complete, the process transfers from the patch

area to the next instruction in the segment of load

object that was patched. In addition, the present

invention is able to load new load objects. Such new

load objects are scanned and the aforementioned

patching process is repeated for patching the new

load objects.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1 . Field of Invention

The present invention relates to the field of

program error checking. More particularly, the

present invention relates to a method and appara-

tus for run-time error checking using dynamic

patching.

2. Background of the Invention

With the increase in size and sophistication of

programs, the need for more flexible and sophisti-

cated testing and debugging tools has also in-

creased. Memory access related errors are one of

the most important errors which must be monitored

and rectified in the execution and development of

programs. The current practice for testing and de-

bugging programs is either to have the compiler

output extra instructions for debugging purposes or

to post-process the object files.

In the approach using the compiler to output

extra instructions for debugging purposes, each

type of patch desired is represented by a cor-

responding compiler flag whereby appropriate code

is then inserted by the compiler. This approach of

having the compiler output extra instructions for

debugging purposes has major disadvantages in-

cluding the need to recompile the program to insert

the extra instructions.

The post-processing object files approach

takes object files as input and writes out patched

versions of these object files. After all of the object

files for the executable program are modified, such

patched versions of the object files are then linked

together to form an executable program. The

patching and linking is done before the program

run-time.

There are additional drawbacks to the imple-

mentation and use of the prior art approaches. One

disadvantage is the need for extra links to relink

the files into the executable program once these

files are patched. Another disadvantage is the in-

ability to turn the patching on and off dynamically.

In prior art approaches, if additional patching of a

program is desired during program run-time, the

entire process of patching, relinking and in the

case of the compiler approach, the recompiling of

the program is necessary. In other words, any

additional patching requires one to start the whole

process over. Yet another disadvantage to the prior

art approaches is the inability to handle shared

libraries. Not only do the libraries initially loaded

with the program have to be patched, but addition-

ally all the libraries that the program may or may
not use subsequent to the initial loading of the

program must all be patched. Finally, the disadvan-

tages of the prior art approaches also include the

need for separate versions of objects and libraries

and the fact that the patch scope of the two prior

art approaches do not cover a function or a line,

5 but instead can only handle a file.

Additionally, both of the aforementioned prior

art approaches utilize a static patching approach to

patch the programs to be error checked. In this

static patching approach, a program is pre-patched

io before execution, and such patching is done to the

entire program and done only once for such pro-

gram. All the libraries the program is using imme-

diately as well as all the libraries the program may
never use must also be known for pre-patching

75 purposes. In addition, the patched objects must be

relinked together, hence creating a need for extra

links.

As will be described, the present invention

provides a more flexible approach to debugging

20 programs which overcomes the many disadvan-

tages and limitations of the prior art.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

25 The invention provides a method and appara-

tus for dynamic patching for run-time error check-

ing. With the present invention, a program to be

error checked is read into memory where a debug-

ging module resides. Such in-memory copy of the

30 program is scanned for load objects. The load

objects comprise libraries used by the program

being error checked, as well as the main routines

of the program. Next, a list of patch sites in the

load objects is created and these patch sites cor-

35 respond to address locations in the load objects to

be patched. Address space is then allocated for

sections of the patch area where calls to real

checking code resides. Finally, patches are written

out to the in-memory copy of the program to be

40 error checked. The original instruction in a patch

site is replaced with a branch to patch area instruc-

tion and the original instruction displaced is stored

in the patch site's corresponding section of the

patch area. The call to real checking code in this

45 section of the patch area calls an error checking

code. After the error checking is complete, the

process transfers from the patch area to the next

instruction in the segment of the patched load

object. In addition, the present invention is able to

so load new load objects. Such new load objects are

scanned and the aforementioned patching process

is repeated for patching the new load objects.

The invention overcomes the many disadvan-

tages and limitations of the prior art approaches.

55 With the present invention, there is no need for

pre-patching a program before execution. Instead,

the patches may be applied when the checking is

turned on, thereby delaying the choice of the user

3
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until the actual run-time. Furthermore, by not modi-

fying the program source code at all and thus

eliminating the need to relink the object files to

produce the executable program, the approach of

the present method avoids the use of extra links.

Additionally, the present invention avoids the need

to recompile the program to execute the error

checking. Finally, the patches are applied to an in-

memory copy of the existing program such that a

fully instrumented program with checks built into

such an instrumented program may be produced.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a computer block diagram of the

run-time error checking system using dynamic

patching.

Figure 2 is a general flow chart of the present

invention's dynamic patching for the run-time error

checking.

Figure 3 illustrates the present invention's dy-

namic patching for the run-time error checking

method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Apparatus and methods for dynamic patching

for run-time checking are disclosed. In the following

description, for purposes of explanation, specific

instruction calls, modules, etc., are set forth in

order to provide a thorough understanding of the

present invention. However, it will be apparent to

one skilled in the art that the present invention may
be practiced without these specific details. In other

instances, well known circuits and devices are

shown in block diagram form in order not to ob-

scure the present invention unnecessarily.

The present invention utilizes dynamic patch-

ing to check for program errors during program

run-time which are not detected by the compiler.

Such run-time errors are checked by patching the

program such that at every point where the pro-

gram is about to access memory, the program

instead branches to a different location where

checks on the memory address that is about to be

accessed are performed. If the memory address

that the program is about to access is invalid, an

error is recorded, otherwise if the memory address

is valid then the program will continue execution.

The actual patching process is done inside a de-

bugger.

Figure 1 is a system block diagram for a

computer system with run-time error checking us-

ing dynamic patching. It will be appreciated that

the computer system illustrated in Figure 1 is

shown in conceptual form, and that many additional

circuits, devices and interconnections of the com-

puter system are not shown in order to not obscure

the present invention.

As shown in Figure 1, a program image is read

into a debugger program 307 (dbx) through an I/O

device 304, and stored in memory to provide an in-

5 memory copy 308 of a program 302. A module

within the debugger program 307 referred to as a

"run-time checking" (RTC) module 309 handles the

user interface, printing of error messages and also

handles the patching of the in-memory copy 308 of

io a program 302. A shared library (Libraries) module

310 is loaded into the program 302, and performs

the run-time checking. This in-memory copy of the

program 302 changes to a patched program, called

"instrumented program" herein. The patches are

75 applied only to this in-memory copy 308 of the

program 302 and not to the original program 302

stored on disk 301. Therefore, the original file 302

never changes and there is never any relinking of

the file required for the executable program. In

20 addition, the program 302 does not have to be pre-

patched. Instead, the patches are applied when the

checking is initiated. The choice by the user is

therefore delayed until the actual run-time rather

than before execution.

25 Furthermore, the debugger program 307 can

dynamically load libraries at run-time that were not

specified at load time. Since such loading of librar-

ies is done dynamically in the debugger program

307, the RTC module 309 can trap all calls to load

30 a new library in the program and may apply patch-

es just before such libraries are loaded. As such,

the new libraries are also patched.

In sum, with the present invention there is no

necessity for pre-patching a program before execu-

35 tion. Instead, the patches may be applied when the

checking is initiated, thereby delaying the choice of

the user until the actual run-time. Furthermore, by

not modifying the program source code at all and

thus eliminating the need to relink the object files

40 to produce the executable program, the approach

of the present method avoids the use of extra links.

Finally, the patches are applied to an in-memory

copy of the existing program such that a fully

instrumented program with checks built into such

45 instrumented program is produced.

Reference is now made to Figure 2, wherein a

general flow chart for the method of dynamic

patching for the run-time checking is illustrated. In

order to detect memory access errors, all memory

so access instructions, including accesses to the stack

and system calls that access user memory are

intercepted. Such memory access instructions are

then verified as to validity of memory address

being accessed before continuing instruction ex-

55 ecution.

For such error checking, the present invention

disassembles the functions that are being checked.

Next, the locations that need to be patched are

4
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identified as patch sites. Furthermore, the original

instructions at these patch sites are then replaced

by a branch to patch area instruction.

As illustrated in Figure 2, block 100, space is

allocated for the patch tables and the patch tables

and values are initialized. Next, as illustrated in

block 110, the program to be error checked is

initially read and loaded as it exists on the disk file.

Such program is normally loaded in portions (load

objects) as they are accessed by the user. How-

ever, by going through the steps illustrated in Fig-

ure 2, the debugger will cause essentially all of the

program to be accessed. Thus, as a result, when

the debugger program has completed its pro-

cesses, all of the program will have been patched.

This debugger program is a special process that is

able to read and write other processes and there-

fore able to change the program image that is

within the memory. All operations described within

Figure 2 are performed by the RTC module within

the debugger program.

As can be appreciated by Figure 2, block 130,

the debugger program creates a list of load ob-

jects. The load objects contain segments/functions

within the program which have memory access

instructions. The program consists of a number of

these load objects. The first type of load object is

the program's main routine, which is the user part

of the program. There are also shared libraries that

the program uses, which are another type of load

object. Both types of load objects are required in

order to run the program. Once the debugger pro-

gram has received a list of the load objects, it will

scan the load objects, searching for instructions

that it is going to patch later on. The only part of

the load object the debugger program looks at

during this instruction-by-instruction scan are the

instructions themselves, i.e., the text, but not the

data.

While the debugger program is identifying the

patch sites, the debugger program also accumu-

lates information regarding these patch sites, in-

cluding patch site address, patch area address,

patch type (i.e. memory access instruction type),

whether a particular patch site should be patched,

and the size of memory being accessed. Every

load object has a table for the aforementioned

patch site information, with one entry in the table

for each patch site. The patch type or the type of

memory access instruction for patching purposes

defines the size of its corresponding section of

patch area where the error checking is processed.

A check command or uncheck command issued by

a user for a particular patch site will indicate wheth-

er or not that particular patch site is to be patched.

More specifically, the check command indicates

that the particular patch site should be error

checked and the uncheck command conversely

indicates that the particular patch site should not

be error checked. At the very end of the scan, the

debugger program comes up with a total size of

the section of patch area that the debugger pro-

5 gram is going to need in order to accommodate

the patch sites found. The identification of a patch

site only needs to be done once for a load object

and any subsequent run only requires locating a

space for the corresponding section of the patch

;o area space and installing the patch. The total size

needed for the patch area sections is recorded and

a list of the patch area section sizes is produced.

This list of patch area section sizes is the input to

the next step, step 140, in which memory space is

75 actually allocated to the patch area.

In step 140, the debugger program takes the

list of patch area section sizes and attempts to

allocate space for them. The debugger program

first creates an initial map of the address space to

20 see where everything is laid out. The system maps

the load objects in various places in memory. Such

mapping of load objects is not necessarily contig-

uous and there are holes in the address space. The

job of the debugger program is to identify these

25 holes and to map these lists of requests for space

needed to these holes.

In one embodiment of the invention, the ad-

dress space data is accessed to obtain a list of all

segments in the address space along with each

30 segment's starting address and size. These seg-

ments may consist of text, data, stack and/or heap

segments. The space between such segments,

called "holes" herein, are used to allocate space

for the sections of the patch area. A list containing

35 the starting address of each text segment, ending

address of each text segment and the size of

sections of the patch area, sorted by ascending

order of the starting address of each text segment,

is obtained from the previous step 130. In step 140,

40 a list of holes with starting addresses and segment

sizes of the holes sorted by starting address of

each hole is generated.

The aforementioned holes are compared to the

sizes of sections of the patch area needed by first

45 checking for holes with address locations higher

than the patch sites for the corresponding sections

of the patch area. Given a hole with a size larger

than the size of the section of the patch area for

which space is to be allocated and the hole is not

so immediately before a stack segment, then the sec-

tion of the patch area is allocated the hole space.

After going through the list of the patch area sec-

tion sizes and the list of the holes and allocating

the holes to the sections of the patch area, the list

55 of unallocated patch area sections produced will be

scanned in descending order. The holes at lower

addresses than the patch sites which are greater

than or equal to the corresponding sections of the

5
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patch area are searched. The holes which are

greater than or equal to particular section of the

patch area are allocated to that section of the patch

area. Such section of the patch area is placed at

the bottom of the hole. Any patch sites for which its

corresponding section of patch area is not allo-

cated at the end of this step is not patched and the

user will be warned that the request for error check

was not met.

In step 150, the system takes the information

of where it found all the sections of the patch area

and stores that information in the patch table and

updates the address information in these patch

tables.

In step 160, spaces for sections of the patch

area are allocated and all the instructions in the

original program that need to be patched are iden-

tified. Now the patches actually get written out at

this stage and at the completion of this stage the

program is completely transformed to a fully in-

strumented program. The table of data containing

the patch site information, as described previously

(i.e., containing the patch site address, the patch

area address, the patch type, whether the patch

site is to be patched, and the size of memory

being referenced), is used to determine the patch

sites. If the pages containing the patch site and the

corresponding section of the patch area have not

been read, they are read and the patch type is

written out into the corresponding section of the

patch area. The original instruction in the patch site

is replaced with a branch instruction to the cor-

responding section of the patch area, and such

displaced original instruction is placed in the cor-

responding section of the patch area. This patching

is done unless an uncheck command is issued for

this particular patch site. If on the other hand an

uncheck command is issued for this particular

patch site, then that particular patch site will not be

patched. There will be no inconsistent state while

patching since the sections of the patch area are

written before the patch sites are updated. Any

interrupts in a load object are blocked during the

patching, and unblocked for servicing between

patching of a load object, ensuring that a load

object is either patched correctly or not patched at

all. Issuing of a check command by the user during

the time the program is active will not enable the

patching of any load object active on the stack at

that time. However, an uncheck command issued

while the program is active will cause the patch to

be de-installed in a load object. This step com-

pletes the initial patching implemented on a pro-

gram as the program is about to run. Essentially,

all the steps illustrated in Figure 2 from steps 100

to 160 are performed when the user wishes to run

the program within the debugger program. In sum,

steps 100 through 160 completes the patching for

all the load objects that exist at the time the pro-

gram is started.

In addition, the debugger program is able to

load new load objects dynamically which were not

5 in the program at the time the program was start-

ed. The system traps all calls to new load objects,

and when the debugger program sees that a pro-

gram is about to load a new object, the debugger

program goes through a similar set of steps. The

w steps 110, 120, 200, 140, 150, 160 and 170 illus-

trate dynamic loading of a new load object. The

steps are identical to the previously followed steps

except there is no initialization. The global initializa-

tion is performed once only and then these steps

J5 are performed for each new load object that are

dynamically loaded.

As illustrated in steps 175, 180 and 185 the

debugger program is able to also de-install the

patches and dynamically unload load objects. In

20 step 175, the uncheck operation triggers the de-

installation of patches at either segments, modules,

functions or for instructions. Given a patched func-

tion, the page containing the patch site to be de-

installed as well as the page containing the cor-

25 responding section of the patch area are read. The

original instruction is then obtained from the sec-

tion of the patch area and the branch to patch area

instruction in the patch site is replaced by this

original instruction. In addition to this replacement

30 of the patch instruction in the patch site, user

breakpoints at these patch sites will require replac-

ing the patch instruction in the breakpoint data

structure associated with the patch site as well. In

the event that the patch site was not patched, a

35 warning is issued to the user and nothing is de-

installed. The user issuing the check command will

merely replace the instruction at the patch site with

the branch to patch area instruction.

In step 180, at the programmer's option, space

40 allocated for the load object may be deallocated.

The dynamic deallocation is done in order to save

address space. If a large number of new load

objects are being loaded in, there may not be any

empty address space. Given a module that is no

45 longer needed, it may be more advantageous to

deallocate such space for potential use.

Finally, in step 190, the patch tables are up-

dated with the information on the deallocated sec-

tions of the patch area.

so Figure 3 illustrates the dynamic patching for

the run-time error checking method used in the

present invention. A program consists of a number

of load objects and in turn the load objects contain

a number of functions, and function 10 as function

55 foo, is one example. Such function will have a

number of memory access-related instructions.

One such instruction is illustrated as load instruc-

tion 40. The run-time checking (RTC) module will

6
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patch each and every such instruction for every

load object that it is patching. This run-time check-

ing (RTC) module scans each and every individual

instruction that needs to be patched, as was illus-

trated by Box 130 of Figure 2, and the original 5

instructions are then replaced by unconditional

branch instructions to the patch area. The location

of the instruction that is patched is called "the

patch site" 20. Therefore, if there was a load in-

struction at a location within a load object then that to

location would be called "a patch site" 20. The

memory location where the error checking is done

is called "the patch area" 50. For each section of

the patch area 60, there will be a unique patch site.

Therefore if there are 1,000 patch sites, there will ;s

be 1 ,000 sections of the patch area.

For each instruction that is replaced within the

load object, there is an instruction to branch to the

corresponding section of the patch area 60. Thus,

there is a custom section of the patch area 50 that 20

is assigned to the whole load object for each patch

site 20 and each patch site 20 is replaced with a

branch to its own custom section in the patch area

50. These sections of the patch area 60 consist of

several instructions which are basically set up to 25

call some real checking codes 70 in a separate

area in memory- Thus, a checking code is called

from the patch area 50 which performs the checks.

If there are any errors to report, the debugger

program will report them, otherwise the process is 30

returned to the patch area 50 and in turn the

process is returned to the next instruction that will

be executed in the user program.

There are different types of sections of the

patch area depending upon the types of instruction 35

being patched. There are also several different

kinds of cases due to delayed branch instructions

that have to be handled separately. Therefore sec-

tions of the patch area are not identical. In sum, a

section of the patch area is specifically for one 40

particular patch. Figure 3 illustrates a process in

which patch sites are replaced by branches to a

section of the patch area and a further branch to a

checking code and back to the next instruction to

be executed in the user program. There are other 45

cases that may modify the illustration in Figure 3.

For example, if an instruction to be patched was in

a delay slot of a branch, i.e., a delayed branch

instruction, then after branching to the patch area

and the checking code, the process should branch so

to the address location the process was supposed

to branch to prior to the error checking instead of

branching back to the next instruction in sequence.

While certain exemplary embodiments have

been described in detail and shown in the accom- 55

panying drawings it is to be understood that such

embodiments are merely illustrative of and not

restrictive on the broad invention, and that this

invention not be limited to the specific arrange-

ments and constructions shown and described,

since various other modifications may occur to

those ordinarily skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A method for providing dynamic patching for

run-time error checking, comprising the steps

of:

reading a program and creating an in-

memory copy of said program;

writing out patches to said in-memory

copy of said program; and

calling an error checking code.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the

step of initializing patch tables and values.

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the

step of scanning said program for load objects,

said load objects comprising libraries used by

said program and main routines of said pro-

gram.

4. The method of claim 3 further comprising the

steps of:

creating a list of patch sites corresponding

to address locations to be patched in said load

objects;

allocating an address space for sections of

patch area, said sections of patch area com-

prising calls to real checking code; and

storing address locations for said sections

of patch area in said patch tables.

5. The method of claim 4 further comprising the

step of creating a list of sizes of patch area

sections.

6. The method of claim 4 wherein said step of

allocating address space for said patch area

further comprises the step of accepting said

list of sizes of patch area sections for said load

objects.

7. The method of claim 4 wherein said step of

allocating address space for said sections of

patch area further comprises the step of map-

ping said sections of patch area to empty

address space in memory.

8. The method of claim 7 further comprising the

step of identifying empty address locations in

said memory.

9. The method of claim 4 further comprising the

step of mapping said patch sites to said sec-

7
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tions of patch area.

10. The method of claim 4 wherein said step of

storing address locations for said sections of

patch area in said patch tables further com-

prises the step of updating said patch tables

with new patch area section addresses.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of

writing out patches further comprises the steps

of:

replacing an original instruction in said

patch site with branch to patch area instruction;

and

storing said original instruction in said sec-

tion of patch area.

12. The method of claim 4 further comprising the

steps of:

unloading an original instruction from said

sections of patch area;

replacing said branch to patch area in-

struction in said patch site with said original

instruction;

deallocating unloaded patch area section

space; and

updating said patch tables.

13. The method of claim 1 further comprising the

step of scanning new load objects.

10

15

20

25

checking element coupled to said patch area

element and checking for individual patch site

errors.

18. The system of claim 16 wherein said run-time

checking element further comprises patch writ-

ing element for mapping patch site elements to

unique patch area sections and patching patch

sites in said in-memory copy of said program

by replacing original instruction in said patch

site with branch to patch area instruction, and

storing said original instruction in said patch

area section element.

19. The system of claim 17 wherein said patch

area section element further comprises:

a branch to error checking; and

a branch back to load object.

20. The system of claim 15 wherein said storage

element further comprises a patched in-mem-

ory copy of said program.

30

14. A system for providing dynamic patching for

run-time error checking of a program, said

system comprising:

an input and output element for creating 35

an in-memory copy of the program; and

a debugging element for patching the in-

memory copy of the program for run-time error

checking.

15. The system of claim 14, further comprising:

a storage element storing said in-memory

copy of said program; and

a CPU operating on said storage element.

16. The system of claim 14 wherein said debug-

ging element further comprises a run-time

checking element for patching said in-memory

copy of said program.

50

17. The system of claim 16 wherein said run-time

checking element further comprises:

patch tables and values;

a patch area section element, said patch

area section element coupled to unique patch 55

site element in patched in-memory copy of

said program; and

an error checking element, said error

40

45
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